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l.OOOto 4,000 gp (ld4) — the ofder 
furnishes each of its fledglings with spell 

Why Gargoyles 
books listing all known spells, a bag of 
holding (15,000 gp capacity), and a spe- Don't Have Wings 
displacement, ring of protection +3, 
boots of speed, ring of feather falling, and (But Should) 
are only on loan from the Order, they 

Spell Points: Memorizing spells is (An Alternate Viewpoint) 

right back where I started. How can these 

attained, the ultimist gains 100 spell 

by David Collins Easily enough after you think about it. 

gargoyle and margoyle* never really both- both of them want to fly down to the pond 
ered me at all. I was perfectly willing to to see if they can maybe scare up some duck 
accept the idea that somewhere there was an for breakfast. Rudy climbs out of bed, 
artist who goofed when he did the pictures. stumbles to the ledge outside the cave, and 

2nd level spells, etc. Spell points “regen¬ 
erate” daily, providing the character rests 

spells (at twice normal level cost). They 

recharge the sword of life stealing, pro¬ 
vided that is the only activity the ultimist 

This rather apathetic attitude changed launches himself into the air. During his 

POLYHEDRON™ Newszine. On page 9 defs, one hiflside,’ four trees, and a lilypad. 

Don’t Have Wings (But Should)”, by Mr. their minds. Hubert, on the other hand 

engages in for that day. Casting spells 

Level of Spell - Level of Ultimist = 
% Chance of Spell Failure 

Monk Abilities: Ultimist monk abili¬ 
ties are as shown in the Players Hand- 

additional powers with open-hand com- 

4th level = treat right hand as sword 

8th level = treat right hand as vorpal 
blade 

tion between the text (which gives a flying flight to the pond is smooth and uneventful 
speed for the monster) and the illustration except for catching two ducks that seem to 

on to discuss the life cycle of the' gargoyle, plies all of the lifting and moving energy 

(presumably the true purpose of the article and with difficulty (Maneuverability Class 

propose to explain this highly disturbing NOT be magical in any way — unless you 
dichotomy another way, and give a defense want everyone flying after one encounter 
for the artist who did the drawings. I sug- with gargoyles). 
gest that both the text and the illo are cor- This hypothesis resolves the situation just 

Thieving Abilities: Note that the 

opening locks; his long fingernails are 
carefully shaped for use as lockpicks. 

wear armor and cast spells or perform as 

seems likely that they can fly magically, just artist. 
like a mage using a fly* spell, (or for that For those who feel that this idea is not 

flying*). If you have no problems with the out that “realism” as we know it is not one 
mage flying without wings, then you should of the premises on which a fantasy world is 
have no problems with the gargoyle doing based, and that the above hypothesis is 

Lofo dominates all pantheons of deities, 
and more about his minions of the Ever- 
dark Order of Ultimate Enforcers. 











New Magic Items 



Ill the 

BLACK HOURS 
PART 2 

by David Cook 





STw 14,’THACO 20*, hp 16, 15, AL NE. 

2. Counting Cubicles 

3. The Guildmasters Office 

4a. Blade Mechanisms 

Opening the door, you smell musty air mixed with the thick oc 
of grease and steel. Metal rods, gears, pistons, and thick scyth. 

5. Spike Door 

6. The Curtained Hall 

Seven feet beyond the curtain, a mirror of life trapping is fastened 









22. Villetorus’ IVa p 

23. Villetorus’ Quarters 
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